Hedgehog Class - Term Three
Curriculum Map – Our topic this half term is
Scrumdiddlyumptious!

ENGLISH
All of our work this term will be based on the story ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’ by Roald Dahl.
We will read the text and answer questions based on what we have read using our VIPERS skills. We
are going to look at the words Roald Dahl invented and try and write in his style. Additionally, we will
be creating our own chocolate bar and write a persuasive letter convincing people to buy our
chocolate bars! We will also write as a character from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory to produce a
diary entry.
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PSHE
This term our unit of work is “Healthy Me”. We will be identifying what we need to do in order to
keep healthy and look at strategies for keeping ourselves safe.
PE
In PE we will be linking
actions and developing
sequences of movements
that express the
children’s ideas

PSHE/ Values
Our value this term is honesty. The
children will be given opportunities to
discuss the meaning of honesty and will
be given guidance on ways of
demonstrating how to be honest. We will
discuss why it is important to be honest
and the impact honesty has on our
friendships.

RE
This term, we will continue
with our topic of Light and
Dark, looking in more detail
at the ways in which
Christians use light as a
symbol and relating what we
have learned from the
Christian, Jewish and Hindu
faiths to our own lives.

